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We present a collective description of density matrix for identical multi-level atoms, which are either excited
initially or driven coherently or pumped incoherently. We consider density matrix as expectation value of
projection or transition operators in a basis of atom’s product states and then identify identical matrix elements
with several integers, which specify uniquely the involved transition or projection operators. To remove the
redundancy of these identical elements, we treat them as single quantity and derive the equation for this quantity
by mapping the transition or projection operators to a single vector specified with the integers in Liouville space
and work out the actions of the master equation constitutions (as superoperators) on these vectors. As a result,
the number of necessary elements increases polynomially with the number of atoms rather than exponentially as
expected if the redundancy is not removed. This numerical advantage is explored to study superradiance from
hundreds of two-level atoms. Our simulation identifies the conditions of observing the superradiance with and
without dipole involved.
I. INTRODUCTION
The collective atom-light interaction and the resulting phe-
nomena, such as superradiance, have been studied intensively
since the seminal work by Dicke [1] (for reviews, see [2, 3]).
It is now established that the superradiance appears if the col-
lective radiative decay of atoms overcomes the decay and de-
phasing rate of individual atoms [2]. The superradiance is
difficult to realize with atoms in a sub-wavelength scale [1]
because the dipole-dipole interaction can deteriorate correla-
tion between atoms. Thus, to establish long-range correlation
between atoms, it is usually preferable to couple atoms with
single [4] or few electromagnetic modes [5] by, for example,
allocating them in a cylindrical shape or inside an optical cav-
ity.
The superradiance is often studied with laser master equa-
tion in bad-cavity limit. In this limit, the cavity mode can be
also adiabatically eliminated to achieve so-called superradi-
ance master equation for the atoms, where the coupling with
the cavity mode results to the collective decay and transition
frequency (Lamb) shift of the atoms [4]. The superradiance
master equation has been solved analytically in the basis of
Dicke states [6] and atomic coherent states (leading to Fokker-
Planck equation) [7, 8]. However, if we want to account for
the spontaneous emission or incoherent pumping of individ-
ual atoms [9, 10], which are either unavoidable or desired, we
can only solve this equation numerically in the basis of Dicke
states [11, 12] and flip-spin numbers [13–16] [equivalent to
SU(4)-symmetry group theory [17]]. Here, most theories fo-
cus on system with two-level atoms and it is not trivial to gen-
eralize them to multi-level atoms.
In this article, we present a collective description of den-
sity matrix for identical multi-level atoms, which are either
driven coherently or pumped incoherently while subject to ei-
ther individual decay or collective decay, see Fig. 1 (a). In
our description, we identify the group of identical matrix el-
ements and derive the equation for the group, considered as
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single entity, by following a rigorous procedure. Our descrip-
tion removes the redundancy of matrix elements and thus is
suitable for simulating superradiance from many atoms. In
essence, our description generalizes the method with flip-spin
numbers [13–16]. More importantly, it allows us to explore
the symmetry of density matrix [17] without explicitly apply-
ing the complex group theory and thus is more easy to be im-
plemented.
As an example, we utilize our description to simulate tran-
sient and steady-state superradiance from hundreds of two-
level atoms. In particular, we correlate the radiation dynam-
ics with the atomic dynamics. We find that the superradiance
without dipole appears from the atoms, which are either fully
excited initially or pumped incoherently. In contrast, the su-
perradiance with dipole (i.e. superfluorescence) appears for
the atoms, which are either prepared in superposition states or
driven coherently. In addition, we find that the superradiance
is correlated much stronger with the uncertainty of atomic an-
gular moment.
This article is organized as follows. In the following sec-
tion, we present our description. In Sec. III we present our
results on the transient and steady-state superradiance from
hundreds of two-level atoms. In the end we provide some
concluding remarks and comment on the possible extensions
in the future.
II. COLLECTIVE DESCRIPTION OF DENSITY MATRIX
In this section, we present our description for identi-
cal multi-level atoms subject to coherent driving, individ-
ual decay, pumping and collective decay, see Fig. 1 (b).
Such a system is described by the master equation ∂ρ/∂ t =
(1/ih¯) [He+Hed+Hshi,ρ]−Dd [ρ]−Dp [ρ]−Dcol [ρ] for the
density operator ρ . He is the Hamiltonian of N atoms la-
beled by j, which have s states (levels)
∣∣l j〉 with energies
h¯ωl and thus it can be written as He = ∑s−1l=0 h¯ωlσll , where
the level-index l varies from 0 to s− 1. Here and in the
following, we utilize σ jll′ to represent the operator
∣∣l j〉〈l′j∣∣∣
and σll′ to represent the collective operator ∑Nj=1σ
j
ll′ . Hed =
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Figure 1. (a) shows identical atoms labeled by j from zero to N in
an optical cavity. (b) shows the atomic levels labeled by l from zero
to s−1 and the involved processes. The atoms might be excited co-
herently with a strength vll′ (red arrows), pumped incoherently with
a rate γl′l (black dashed arrow), decay individually with a rate γll′
(black solid arrow) or collectively with a rate Γll′ (blue solid arrow,
caused by the coupling with a lossy cavity). For more details see text.
h¯∑l>l′ (vll′σll′ +h.c.) describes the interaction between the
l − l′ transitions of the atoms and an external field of fre-
quencyωd with the strength vll′ = v0ll′ exp(−iωdt) (in rotating-
wave approximation). Dd [ρ] = ∑l 6=l′
γll′
2 ∑ jD
[
σ jl′l
]
ρ de-
scribes the dissipation of individual atoms, which includes
either the decay from the upper level (l > l′) or the incoher-
ent pumping [9, 10] from the lower level (l < l′). Dp [ρ] =
∑l>l′
ξll′
2 ∑ jD
[
σ jll−σ jl′l′
]
ρ describes the dephasing ξll′ be-
tween l− l′ transition 1. Here, the superoperator is defined
as D [o] = {o+o,ρ}− 2oρo+ (for any operator o). The re-
maining terms are obtained by adiabatically eliminating the
cavity mode from the laser master equation. The Hamiltonian
Hshi=∑l>l′ h¯Ωll′σll′σl′l describes the collective Lamb shift of
the atomic transitions Ωll′ = |gll′ |2 χll′
[
χ2ll′ +(κ/2)
2
]−1
and
the Lindblad term Dcol [ρ] = ∑l>l′
Γll′
2 D [σl′l ]ρ describes the
collective atomic decay Γll′ = |gll′ |2 (κ/2)
[
χ2ll′ +(κ/2)
2
]−1
.
Here, ωc,κ are the cavity mode frequency and loss rate, re-
spectively, χll′ =ωl−ωl′−ωc,gll′ are the frequency detuning
and the coupling between the atoms the cavity mode.
To solve the master equation we introduce the product
states |α〉 ≡∏Nj=1
∣∣l j〉 and |β 〉 ≡∏Nj=1 ∣∣∣l′j〉 with the sets α =
{l1, ..., lN}, β = {l′1, ..., l′N} and then define the density ma-
trix elements ρβα as the expectation value tr{ρ |α〉〈β |} of
the transition (α 6= β ) or projection (α = β ) operator |α〉〈β |.
If all the atoms are identical we expect that many elements
are identical and thus do not need to consider all of them.
To remove this redundancy, we need a way to identify these
elements. To this end we should analyze the equation for
the density matrix elements ∂∂ t ρβα = tr
{(
∂
∂ t ρ
)
|α〉〈β |
}
. If
we utilize the master equation for ρ and then cycle the op-
erators in the expectation values such that ρ appears always
1 The dephasing of two-level atoms is described by the Lindblad term
ξ10
2 ∑ jD [σz]ρ with the Pauli operator σz = σ
j
11 − σ j00. If we view any
pair of levels as a two-level system, we can also introduce the dephasing
for these levels by replacing σ jz with σ jll −σ jl′l′ .
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Figure 2. Mapping of projection or transition operators |α〉〈β | to
single operators dnc (a) and three kinds of actions of the superopera-
tors on these operators dnc (b,c,d) for the exemplary system with five
identical two-level atoms. For more details, see the text.
on the right side, we can rewrite the equation as ∂∂ t ρβα =
tr
{(
∂
∂ t |α〉〈β |
)
ρ
}
with an ancillary equation ∂∂ t |α〉〈β | ≡
(i/h¯) [He+Hed+Hshi, |α〉〈β |]− D˜d [|α〉〈β |]− D˜p [|α〉〈β |]−
D˜col [|α〉〈β |], where the latter three terms are defined with the
superoperator D˜ [o] = {o+o, |α〉〈β |}− 2o+ |α〉〈β |o. Notice
that we switch o+ and o in the last term compared toD [o]. We
should not consider this equation as an equation in Heisenberg
picture but consider it as only a tool to analyze the equation
for ρβα .
In the ancillary equation, we encounter two kinds of terms.
One kind has the form like∑ jσ
j
ll′ |α〉〈β | , |α〉〈β |∑ jσ jll′ while
another kind the form like ∑ jσ
j
ll′ |α〉〈β |σ jl′l . Using the iden-
tity operator ∑kσ
j
kk we can always write the first kind as a
sum of the second kind. In general, we should evaluate the
sandwich structure ∑ jσ
j
ll′ |α〉〈β |σ jkk′ . We can do so in two
steps. First, we evaluate whether the j’th atom is on the state∣∣∣l′j〉 (from σ jll′ ) in the product state |α〉 and simultaneously on
the state
∣∣k j〉 (from σ jkk′ ) in the product state |β 〉. Second, if
the evaluation turns out to be true, we replace
∣∣∣l′j〉 by ∣∣l j〉 in
|α〉 and ∣∣k j〉 by ∣∣∣k′j〉 in |β 〉 to obtain two new product states
|α ′〉 and |β ′〉 and finally to obtain a new transition or projec-
tion operator |α ′〉〈β ′|. If we repeat the two steps for all the
atoms, we will obtain nl′k terms, where nl′k are the number of
atoms fulfilling the evaluation in the first step. To sum up, we
establish the following relation
∑
j
σ jll′ |α〉〈β |σ jkk′ = nll′
∣∣α ′〉〈β ′∣∣ . (1)
If we apply Eq. (1) to those operators |α〉〈β |, which lead
3to the elements ρβα with same value, we encounter several
integers nll′ (l, l′ = 0, ...s− 1). In other words, the set of
integers {nll′} specify uniquely the group (or set ) of opera-
tors {|α〉〈β |}, where the members |α〉〈β | are affected in the
same way by the sandwich structures (and thus the equation
∂
∂ t |α〉〈β |). Using this finding we can remove the redundancy
of matrix elements. In the following, we present a rigorous
procedure of doing so.
The core of our procedure is to define an operator dnc with
the set of integers n ≡ {nll′} to represent any member of the
group {|α〉〈β |}. In other words, we establish a many-to-one
mapping
|α〉〈β | ↔ dnc=

ns−1s−1 · · · ns0
...
. . .
...
n0s · · · n00
 . (2)
Fig. 2(a) shows the mapping for two-level atoms, Here, we
choose the matrix-like form dc to reflects dnc as operators in
Hilbert space. Further more, we can define the expectation
value 〈n〉≡ tr{ρ dnc} and then establish a similar mapping be-
tween the matrix elements ρβα and 〈n〉. If we replace |α〉〈β |
with dnc in the ancillary equation ∂∂ t |α〉〈β | and then take a
trace after multiplying with ρ , i.e. 〈·〉= tr{·ρ}, on both sides,
we get the following equation for 〈n〉:
∂
∂ t
〈n〉= (i/h¯)〈[He+Hed+Hshi,dnc]〉
−∑
l 6=l′
γll′
2
〈
{σll ,dnc}−2∑
j
σ jll′ dncσ jl′l
〉
−∑
l>l′
ξll′
2
〈
{σll−σl′l′ ,dnc}−2∑
j
(
σ jll−σ jl′l′
)
dnc
(
σ jll−σ jl′l′
)〉
−∑
l>l′
Γll′
2
〈{
σll′σl′l ,dnc
}
−2σll′ dncσl′l
〉
. (3)
In the second line, we have utilized σ jll′σ
j
l′l = σ
j
ll and σll =
∑ jσ
j
ll . Since 〈n〉 represents the group of ρβα of same value,
we will call it as collective density matrix. In the following,
we evaluate the different terms in the above equation.
A. Contributions to Collective Density Matrix Equation
To evaluate the contribution
(
∂
∂ t 〈n〉
)
e
of He in Eq. (3), we
encounter two terms σll dnc , dncσll . To evaluate them we
consider dnc as a vector in Liouville space and promote σll
as a superoperator, which acts on dnc from left side σll dnc
and right side dncσll . For simplicity, we focus on the for-
mer term. Using the identity operator ∑kσ
j
kk of the j’th atom,
we can rewrite the former term as ∑k∑ jσ
j
ll dncσ jkk. Here, we
have expanded σll as ∑ jσ
j
ll . To proceed, we turn dnc back to
|α〉〈β | and then apply Eq. (1) to obtain ∑ jσ jll |α〉〈β |σ jkk =
nlk |α〉〈β |. Notice that the product states do not change on the
right side. Using the mapping of Eq. (2), we obtain
∑
j
σ jll dncσ jkk = nlk dnc . (4)
This relation is exemplified with Fig. 2 (b) for two-level
atoms. As a result, we establish
σll dnc=∑
l′
nll′ dnc . (5)
In addition, we can follow the same procedure to evaluate
dncσll . Notice that this time we should apply the identity op-
erator from the left side. As a result, we should obtain
dncσll =∑
l′
nl′l dnc . (6)
Using the above expressions, we finally get the contribution
of He to the master equation(
∂
∂ t
〈n〉
)
e
= i∑
l
ωl∑
l′
(nll′ −nl′l)〈n〉 . (7)
To evaluate the contribution
(
∂
∂ t 〈n〉
)
ed
of Hed in Eq. (3),
we have to evaluate the action of σll′ (l 6= l′) on dnc from the
left side σll′ dnc and from the right side dncσll′ . For simplicity,
we focus on the former term. As before, we promote σll′ as
a superoperator. Using the identity operator of the j-th atom,
we can rewrite this term as ∑k∑ jσ
j
ll′ dncσ jkk. To evaluate the
terms inside the sum to k, we can turn dnc back to |α〉〈β | and
then apply Eq. (1) to obtain ∑ jσ
j
ll′ |α〉〈β |σ jkk = nl′k |α ′〉〈β |.
Notice that the product state |β 〉 does not change on the right
side. The product state |α ′〉 differs from |α〉 by that one of
the atoms, which is on |l′〉 state, is now on |l〉 state. Using the
mapping of Eq. (2), we will map |α ′〉〈β | to a new operator
dn′c, which differs from dnc by that nl′k reduces by one and
nlk increases by one. To sum up, we establish the following
relation
σll′ dnc=∑
k
nl′k d{nl′k−1,nlk+1}c . (8)
Here and in the following, for simplicity, we indicate the new
operator dn′c with only the numbers changed relative to dnc.
Fig. 2(c) shows one example of the above relation with two-
level atoms. Following the same procedure, we will also get
dncσll′ =∑
k
nkl d{nkl−1,nkl′ +1}c . (9)
Using the above expressions we get the contribution of Hed to
the master equation
(
∂
∂ t
〈n〉
)
ed
=
i∑
l 6=l′
vll′∑
k
(nl′k 〈nl′k−1,nlk+1〉−nkl 〈nkl−1,nkl′ +1〉)
+ i∑
l 6=l′
v∗ll′∑
k
(nlk 〈nlk−1,nl′k+1〉−nkl′ 〈nkl′ −1,nkl+1〉) .
(10)
4To evaluate the contribution
(
∂
∂ t 〈n〉
)
shi
of Hshi in Eq. (3),
we have to evaluate the action of σll′σl′l (l 6= l′) on dnc from
the left side σll′σl′l dnc and from the right side dncσll′σl′l . To
evaluate these terms we apply simply Eq. (8) and (9) twice to
obtain
σll′σl′l dnc=∑
k
nlk (nl′k+1)dnc
+ ∑
k 6=k′
nlknl′k′ d{nlk−1,nl′k′ −1,nl′k+1,nl′k′ +1}c , (11)
dncσll′σl′l =∑
k
nkl (nkl′ +1)dnc
+ ∑
k 6=k′
nklnk′l′ d{nkl−1,nk′l′ −1,nkl′ +1,nk′l+1}c . (12)
Notice that the operators in the second and fourth line differ
from dnc by four numbers as indicated. Using these expres-
sions we obtain(
∂
∂ t
〈n〉
)
shi
= i∑
l>l′
Ωll′
[
∑
k
(nlk (nl′k+1)−nkl (nkl′ +1))〈n〉
+ ∑
k 6=k′
nlknl′k′ 〈nlk−1,nl′k′ −1,nl′k+1,nl′k′ +1〉
− ∑
k 6=k′
nklnk′l′ 〈nkl−1,nk′l′ −1,nkl′ +1,nk′l+1〉
]
.
To evaluate the contribution
(
∂
∂ t 〈n〉
)
d
of the individual dis-
sipation Dd [ρ] in Eq. (3), we encounter σll dnc ,dncσll and
∑ jσ
j
ll′ dncσ jl′l . Since the former two expressions can be eval-
uated with Eq. (5) and (6), we will focus on the last term.
In the same spirit as before, we turn dnc back to |α〉〈β | and
then apply Eq. (1) to obtain ∑ jσ
j
ll′ |α〉〈β |σ jl′l = nl′l′ |α ′〉〈β ′|.
Here, the new product state |α ′〉 (|β ′〉) differs from |α〉 (|β 〉)
by that one of the atoms, which is on |l′〉 state in |α〉 (|β 〉),
is now on |l〉 state. Using the mapping of Eq. (2), we map
|α ′〉〈β ′| to a new operator dn′c, which differs from dnc by
that nl′l′ reduces by one and nll increases by one. To sum up,
we establish the following relation
∑
j
σ jll′ dncσ jl′l = nl′l′ d{nl′l′ −1,nll+1}c . (13)
This relation is exemplified with Fig. 2(d) for two-level atoms.
With the above expression and also Eqs. (5) and (6) we will
get(
∂
∂ t
〈n〉
)
d
=∑
l 6=l′
γll′
2
[
∑
k
(nlk+nkl)〈n〉−2nl′l′ 〈nl′l′ −1,nll+1〉
]
.
(14)
To evaluate the contribution
(
∂
∂ t 〈n〉
)
p
of the individ-
ual dephasing Dp [ρ] in Eq. (3), we encounter the terms
σll dnc ,dncσll ,∑ jσ jll dncσ jll ,∑ jσ jll dncσ jl′l′ (also terms with
l, l′ exchanged). The former two terms can be evaluated with
Eq. (5) and (6). The latter two terms can be evaluated with
Eq. (4). As a result, we get(
∂
∂ t
〈n〉
)
p
=−∑
l>l′
ξll′
2
[
∑
k
(nlk+nkl−nl′k−nkl′)
−2(nll−nll′ −nl′l+nl′l′)
]
〈n〉 . (15)
To evaluate the contribution
(
∂
∂ t 〈n〉
)
col
of the collective
decayDcol [ρ] in Eq. (3) we encounter three terms σll′σl′l dnc,
dncσll′σl′l and σl′l dncσll′ . To evaluate the former two terms,
we can simply apply Eq. (8) and (9) twice to get Eq. (11) and
12. In order to evaluate the last term, we apply Eq. (8) and (9)
once to get
σll′ dncσl′l = nl′l′ (nl′l+1)d{nl′l′ −1,nll+1}c
+ ∑
k 6=l′,k′ 6=l
nkl′nl′k′ d{nkl′ −1,nl′k′ −1,nkl+1,nlk′ +1}c .
(16)
With the above expressions, we finally obtain(
∂
∂ t
〈n〉
)
col
=−∑
l>l′
Γll′
2
{
∑
k
[nlk (nl′k+1)+nkl (nkl′ +1)]〈n〉
+ ∑
k 6=k′
(
nlknl′k′ 〈nlk−1,nl′k′ −1,nl′k+1,nl′k′ +1〉
+nklnk′l′ 〈nkl−1,nk′l′ −1,nkl′ +1,nk′l+1〉
)
−2
[
nl′l′ (nl′l+1)〈nl′l′ −1,nll+1〉
+ ∑
k 6=l′,k′ 6=l
nkl′nl′k′ 〈nkl′ −1,nl′k′ −1,nkl+1,nlk′ +1〉
]}
.
(17)
B. Initial Conditions and Observables
In the above subsection, we have obtained self-consistent
equation for the collective density matrix 〈n〉. To solve this
equation, we have to also specify the initial condition. In
general, the initial states of individual atoms can be mixed
states and thus should be specified by a set of pure states{
|ψi〉 j
}
and of probabilities {mi}, which satisfies ∑imi = 1.
From the two sets we obtain the initial density operator ρ0, j ≡
∑imi |ψi〉 j 〈ψi| j of the j’th atom. The pure states |ψi〉 j can be
further specified as |ψi〉 j = ∑l cil
∣∣l j〉 with complex numbers
cij, which fulfills the condition ∑l
∣∣cil∣∣2 = 1. Here, we assume
that mi and cl do not depend on the specific atoms. If there is
no any correlation between the atoms, we can obtain the ini-
tial density operator of all the atoms with the direct product
ρ0 =∏ j ρ0, j.
To proceed, we insert the definition of ρ0, j to ρ0 and then
combine the states
∣∣l j〉 (〈l′j∣∣) on the left (right) side to form the
product states |β 〉 (〈α|), and finally map the operator |β 〉〈α|
to the operator dnc. As a result, we get the initial density
5operator of the atoms
ρ0 = ∑
{nll′}
C{nll′}∏
l,l′
(
∑
i
micilc
i∗
l′
)nll′
dnc . (18)
Here, ∑{nll′} indicates the sum to those nll′ satisfying the
relation ∑ll′ nll′ = Ns. C{nll′} is the number
2 of |β 〉〈α|
mapped to the same dnc. With the above expression, we can
obtain the initial condition for the collective density matrix
〈n〉0 = tr{ρ0 dnc}:
〈n〉0 =
s−1
∏
l,l′=0
(
∑
i
micilc
i∗
l′
)nll′
. (19)
Once we solve the equation for the collective density ma-
trix, we would like to analyze the system dynamics. To this
end, we have to compute the observables of interest. In gen-
eral, the observables are expectation value 〈O〉 = tr{Oρ}
of collective operator O = ∑ j o j. Using the identity op-
erator ∑α |α〉〈α|, we can rewrite the observable as 〈O〉 =
tr{O∑α |α〉〈α|ρ}. To proceed, we consider the mapping of
the projection operators
|α〉〈α| ↔ d{nll}c ≡

ns−1s−1 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 n00
 . (20)
Here, nll denotes the number of atoms on the |l〉 states in the
product states |α〉. Notice that the numbers nll′ with l 6= l′ are
zero. To simplify the notation we utilize d{nll}c to represent
this specific operator. Using the same argument as applied to
obtain Eq. (18), we can obtain
∑
α
|α〉〈α|= ∑
{nll}
C{nll} d{nll}c , (21)
where ∑{nll} is the sum to nll satisfying ∑l nll = N and
C{nll}=∏
s−1
k=0C
nkk
N−∑k−1l=0 nll
is defined with the binomial function
Cmn = n!/ [m!(n−m)!]. This expression allows us to write the
observable as
〈O〉= ∑
{nll}
C{nll} 〈Od{nll}c〉 . (22)
Setting O = σll in Eq. (22) we obtain the population of
the |l〉 states Pl ≡ ∑{nll}C{nll}nll 〈{nll}〉. Here, we have
utilized Eq. (5). Setting O = σll′ we obtain the coher-
ence (or polarization) Cll′ of the l − l′ transition Cll′ ≡
2 The number C{nll′} can be computed as follows. We imagine the atoms
as balls and dnc as a collection of boxes labeled as ll′. Then, this number
is equivalent to the number of possibilities that N balls are arranged in
s2 boxes such that nll′ balls fall in the box ll′. After some calculation
we get the numberC{nll′} =C
n00
N C
n10
N−n00 ...C
ns−1s−1
N−∑ll′
(
1−δll′ ,s−1s−1
)
nll′
with the
binomial function Cmn = n!/ [m!(n−m)!].
∑{nll}C{nll}nl′l′ 〈{nl′l′ −1,nll′ +1}〉 . Here, we have used Eq.
(8).
If we drive the atoms coherently or pump them in-
coherently, we will arrive at steady-state. Accord-
ing to quantum regression theorem [18], the steady-
state spectrum of the atoms can be calculated with
S (ω) ∝ ∑l>l′ Γll′Re
´ ∞
0 dτe
−iωτ tr{σll′ ρ˜ (τ)} with the
operator ρ˜ (τ), which satisfies also the master equation as ρ
with however the initial condition σl′lρstd , where ρstd is the
density operator at the steady-state. Further more, we can
utilize Eq. (21) to rewrite the expression inside the integral
as tr{σll′ ρ˜ (τ)} = ∑{nkk}C{nkk}nl′k 〈{nkk−1,nlk = 1}〉ρ˜(τ) .
Here, we have used Eq. (8) and introduced the func-
tion 〈n〉ρ˜(τ) = tr{dnc ρ˜ (τ)}. The term on the right side
differs from 〈{nkk}〉ρ˜(τ) by that nkk reduces by one and
nlk becomes one. The function 〈n〉ρ˜(τ) satisfies the
same equation as 〈n〉 with however the initial condition
〈n〉ρ˜(0) = ∑k nkl′ 〈{nkl′ −1,nkl+1}〉std . We obtain this con-
dition with the help of Eq. (9). By integrating the spectrum
with respect to the frequency, we will obtain the radiation
intensity I = Iind + Icol , which includes the contribution
from individual atoms Iind ∝ ∑l>l′ Γll′C{nll}nll 〈{nll}〉std
and from the atomic correlation Icol ∝
∑l>l′ Γll′C{nll}nllnl′l′ 〈nll−1,nl′l′ −1,nl′l = 1,nl′l′ = 1〉std .
Here, we have utilized Eq. (11) and (21). Notice that Icol is
determined by the off-diagonal elements of 〈n〉.
C. Numerical Implementation and Complexity Analysis
In the following, we discuss how to solve the equation
for 〈n〉 numerically. To solve this equation, we should first
find an efficient way of representing 〈n〉 in the computer. In
principle, we can view 〈n〉 as a matrix with s2 dimensions
and N elements for each dimension. In this case, the ma-
trix will be a very sparse because the elements satisfying
∑{nll′} nll′ 6= N are not necessary. In practice, we might de-
fine an one-dimensional array to represent only the Ndm nec-
essary elements 〈n〉. The number Ndm will be specified later
on. Then, the remaining question is how to relate the index
of elements i with the set of numbers {nll′}. The easy solu-
tion is to define a Ndm× s2 two-dimensional ancillary array,
where the first dimension specifies i and the second dimen-
sion the values {nll′}. To reduce the size of the ancillary ar-
ray, we need a clever way to compress this array. We propose
to compress the set {nll′} to single number ni with the rela-
tion ni = ∑s−1l,l′=0
(
Ns×l+l′ +nll′
)
. In the program, we can use
the index i of 〈n〉 to retrieve ni from the ancillary array and
then obtain nll′ by dividing ni sequentially with the power of
N and taking the residual. In return, if we know nll′ , we can
calculate ni with the expression given above and then locate
the position i of ni in the integer array and finally utilize i to
find the required 〈n〉.
The above discussion indicates that the complexity of solv-
ing the equation numerically is mainly determined by the
number Ndm of the elements 〈n〉 = tr{dnc}. To compute this
number, we recall that dnc are specified by a set of numbers
6{nll′} under the restriction ∑l,l′ nll′ = N. If we can image the
atoms as N balls and nll′ the number of balls in the box la-
beled by ll′, the searched number is equivalent to the num-
ber of possibilities of arranging N balls in the boxes. After
some calculation, we get the number Ndm =Cs
2−1
N+s2−1 and can
approximate it as Ns
2−1. We see that this number increases
polynomially with the number of atoms N but exponentially
with the number s of levels. As an example the number is esti-
mated as N3,N8,N15 for N two-, three- and four-level atoms,
respectively. We estimate this number as 1.5× 107 for 250
two-, 25 three- or 12 four-level atoms thus we need about 5
Gb memory to represent 〈n〉 in the computer if we assume 2
bits for one element. This simple calculation establishes the
maximum number of atoms that can be simulated with a nor-
mal computer.
III. SUPERRADIANCE OF HUNDREDS OF TWO-LEVEL
ATOMS
In this section, we apply our description to two-level atoms
by simply restricting the level indices l, l′ to zero (lower level)
and one (upper level) and study the superradiance from hun-
dreds of atoms, which are either initially excited, coherently
driven or incoherently pumped. To understand the results, we
should keep in mind that γ10,γ01,ξ10 are the decay, pumping
and dephasing rate of individual atoms while Γ10 is the col-
lective decay rate.
As explained in the introduction, this system is often de-
scribed by the superradiance master equation, which is de-
fined with the collective Pauli operator σz = ∑ jσ
j
z and the
collective creation σ+ = ∑ jσ
j
+ and annihilation ladder oper-
ator σ− = ∑ jσ
j
−. This description is equivalent to our de-
scription because of σ jz = σ j11−σ j00, σ j+ = σ j10 and σ j− = σ j01.
In addition, the description with σz,σ± also implies that the
two-level atoms are equivalent to spin-1/2 particles. Thus, we
can also introduce the spin operator jx = (σ−+σ+)/2, jy =
i(σ−−σ+)/2, jz = σz/2 and visualize the atomic dynamics
with angular moment J = ∑i=x,y,z Jiei and their uncertainty
∆J = ∑i∆Jiei, where Ji = 〈 ji〉 and ∆Ji =
√〈
j2i
〉− J2i are the
components in Canteen coordinate system. The expressions
to compute these components can be found in Appendix B.
A. Superradiance from Atoms Initially Excited
In this subsection, we consider the superradiance from
two-level atoms which are initially excited. Applying Eq.
(19) we can specify the initial collective density matrix as
〈n〉0 = ∏l,l′=0,1
(
∑imicilc
i∗
l′
)nll′ . Here, the two complex num-
bers ci1,c
i
2 specify the pure atomic states and mi specifies the
probability of these states. Further more, the complex num-
bers can be parameterized as ci1 = sin(θi/2)e
iφi and ci0 =
cos(θi/2) with one azimuth angle θi ∈ [0,pi] and one polar
angle φi ∈ [0,2pi] [19]. Fig. 3 shows how the atomic initial
states affect the superradiance and the atomic dynamics for
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Figure 3. Superradiance (a,d) and angular momentum vector J (b,d),
uncertainty vector ∆J (e,f) for fifty identical two-level atoms. (a-
c) show the influence of the initial pure states with varying angle
θi but fixed φi = 0. (d-f) show the influence of increasing mix-
ing (probability m) of two pure states with (θ1,φ1) = (0,0) and
(θ2,φ2) = (pi/2,0). ωc = ω1−ω0 = 10piΓ10 and other parameters
are zero. For more details see text.
fifty identical two-level atoms. We assume that the atoms are
resonant to the cavity mode, i.e. ω1−ω0 = ωc, which results
to vanishing Lamb shift, i.e. Ωll′ = 0. For better visualization
we use small atomic transition frequency ω1−ω0 = 10piΓ10.
Fig. 3 (a,b,c) show the results when the initial states are
pure states. Fig. 3 (a) shows that the initial radiation rate
is finite for θi = pi (the fully excited state), and increases to
the maximum for θi = pi/2 (the superposition state), and de-
creases back to zero for θi = 0 (the ground state). The radia-
tion has a pulse structure for θi ∈ (pi/2,pi] and the pulse max-
imum increases and the pulse center shifts to the earlier time
with reducing θi. In contrast, the radiation shows an exponen-
tial decay for θi ∈ (0,pi/2] and the time when the radiation
vanishes reduces with reducing θi. Fig. 3 (b) shows that the
initial angular momentum J rotates from the north pole to the
equator, and finally to the north pole. In particular, for θi = pi
the components Jx,Jy are zero. That is to say, the superradi-
ance from the atoms fully excited is not accompanied by the
formation of dipole and thus is the superradiance discussed
initially by Dicke [1]. However, for θi 6= 0 the vector J ac-
tually circles around the z-axis before ending up at the south
pole. Notice that the components Jx,Jy are not zero. That is to
say, for the atoms, which are not fully excited, the superradi-
ance is accompanied by the formation of macroscopic dipole
7and corresponds to the so-called superfluorescence [20]. Fig.
3 (c) shows that the initial uncertainty of angular momentum
∆J vector has a fixed length 3 of
√
N/4 ≈ 3.54 and points to
different directions in the plane with ∆Jy = 3.54 for different
θi. For θi ∈ [pi/2,pi] the length of that vector increases with
time and the maximal length reduces with reducing θi. In con-
trast, for θi ∈ [0,pi/2] the length does not change with time. In
all the cases the ∆J vector ends at the point (3.54,3.54,0). In
addition, we have also varied the angle φi but found no influ-
ence on the superradiance.
Fig. 3 (d,e,f) show how the mixed initial states affect the
superradiance and the atomic dynamics. In particular, we con-
sider that every single atom is initially in a mixture of the ex-
cited state (θ1,φ1) = (0,0) with a probability m and the su-
perposition state (θ2,φ2) = (pi/2,0) with a probability 1−m.
Fig. 3 (d) shows that the initial radiation rate reduces with
increasing m due to the reduced contribution of the superpo-
sition state while the radiation maximum increases because of
increased contribution of the excited state. Fig. 3 (e) shows
that the initial J vector moves from the equator to the north
pole with increasing m. J circles around the z-axis for m 6= 1
but shrinks along the z-axis for m = 0. In both cases J ends
eventually at the south pole. Fig. 3 (f) shows that the initial
∆J vector goes upwards when m increases from 0 to 0.5 but
then goes downwards when m further increases to one. The
length of the vector increases firstly and then reduces with in-
creasing time. ∆J always ends up at the point (3.54,3.54,0)
corresponding to the fully ground state. Notice that the maxi-
mal length increases with increasing m.
In Appendix A 1 we have further studied how the superra-
diance and the atomic dynamics are affected by the number of
atoms N, the frequency detuning χ10 = ω1−ω0−ωc, the de-
cay rate γ10 and the dephasing rate ξ10 of individual atoms. We
find that the maximum, center, duration of the superradiance
pulses change with N according to N2,N−1lnN,N−1, respec-
tively. The maximum depends on χ according to a Lorentzian
shape while the center and duration to a parabolic shape. The
maximum changes with γ10 according to exp(−αγ10) while
the center, duration according to
[
γ210+β
]−2 (α,β are some
constant), respectively.
B. Superradiance from Atoms Coherently Driven
In this subsection, we analyze the superradiance and the
dynamics of fifty identical two-level atoms, see Fig. 4, which
are driven coherently by an external field with a strength v010
and experience simultaneously a collective decay with the rate
Γ10. If the atoms are only driven coherently, their population
follows Rabi oscillation with a period T = pi/v010. If the atoms
experience only the collective decay, their population on the
3 The product states of two-level systems are also known as spin coherent
states. For these states the angular momentum uncertainties are ∆Ji =√
N/4−N 〈 ji〉2 with a maximum
√
N/4 [21].
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Figure 4. Superradiance (a) and dynamics of angular momentum
vector J (b,d) and its uncertainty ∆J (c,e) for fifty identical two-level
atoms, which are initially on the ground state and then are driven
coherently with a strength v010. (b,c) are results under weak driving
v010/(piΓ10) = 4 while (d,e) under moderate driving v
0
10/(piΓ10) = 5.
We assume the atoms are resonant to the cavity mode and also to
the driving laser, i.e. ω1−ω0 = ωd = ωc. We use small transition
frequency ω1−ω0 = 200× piΓ10 to illustrate the dynamics better.
The red curves with arrows indicates the direction of the dynamics.
Other parameters are zero. For more details see text.
excited state decays in time and the time for vanishing popu-
lation depends on the number of atoms. For fifty atoms con-
sidered here, we estimate this time as τe = 0.2/Γ10.
With the time parameters we can now understand the re-
sults shown in Fig. 4. For τe/T < 1 or v010/pi < Γ10, the
system achieves the steady-state before it starts oscillating be-
cause the collective decay is relatively faster than the coherent
driving. This leads to the smooth change of the radiation for
v010/(piΓ10)< 4 shown in Fig. 4 (a), the cup-like trajectory of
the vector J and the hoe-like trajectory of the vector ∆J shown
in Fig. 4 (b,c), respectively. Here, the oscillation frequency of
Jx,Jy and ∆Jx, ∆Jy is determined by the frequency of the exter-
nal field. By increasing the driving, the ratio v010/(piΓ10) in-
creases. This leads to the increased steady-state radiation, cf.
Fig. 4 (a), and the increased height of the cup-like trajectory
of J as well as the increased length of the hoe-like trajectory
of ∆J (not shown).
For τe/T = 1, i.e. v010/(piΓ10) = 5, the two processes are
comparable and the system shows oscillations before achiev-
8ing the steady state, see Fig. 4 (a), which is accompanied by
the vase-like trajectory of J and the tie-like trajectory of ∆J
shown in Fig. 4(d,e), respectively. We notice that each oscil-
lation of the radiation is related to one shell of the vase-like
trajectory and one fold of the tie-like trajectory. The reduced
amplitude of radiation oscillation is related to reduced radius
of the shell and of the folded layer. In addition, for τe/T > 1,
i.e. v010/(piΓ10) > 5, the coherent driving is much faster than
the collective decay. Therefore, we see more oscillations with
reduced period before the system achieves the steady-state,
see Fig. 4(a), which is accompanied by the spherical lantern-
like trajectory of J and the banana-like trajectory of ∆J (not
shown), respectively. At this point, we might conclude that
the number of turns in the outer shell reduces with increasing
driving of the external field.
In Appendix A 2 we have further studied how the super-
radiance from the atoms driven coherently is influenced by
the number of atoms Ns, the frequency detuning χ10 = ω1−
ω0−ωc , the decay rate γ10 and dephasing rate ξ10 of individ-
ual atoms. We find that with increasing N the superradiance
changes from the oscillatory behavior to the steady behavior
at long time (due to enhanced collective decay rate). With in-
creasing χ the superradiance maximum reduces and the time
to achieve steady superradiance reduces (due to off-resonant
excitation). With increasing γ10,ξ10 the time to achieve steady
radiation reduces and the steady radiation also reduces. In
general, γ10 affects the superradiance much stronger than ξ10
since it affects also the population.
C. Superradiance from Atoms Pumped Incoherently
Steady-state superradiance was firstly studied by D. Meiser
and M. J. Holland [9, 10] by solving the superradiance master
equation with Monte-Carlo method for tens of atoms [10] and
second-order mean field theory [9] for thousands of atoms.
Here, we apply our description to study this phenomenon and
unravel more details with exact simulations, see Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 (a,b,c) show the steady-state spectra and the atomic
steady-states of fifty identical two-level atoms for increasing
pumping rate γ01. The steady-state spectra consist of not only
one sharp peak as discussed in [10] but also one broad back-
ground, see inset of Fig. 5(a). Fitting the spectra with two
Lorentzian functions, we have determined the maximum and
the linewidth of both the sharp peak and the background, see
Fig. 5 (a). In general, the background is about one order of
magnitude weaker and broader than the sharp peak. We see
that the maximum (blue lines) increases slowly with increas-
ing γ01 for γ01 < Γ10 and then quickly for γ01 > γc, but finally
decreases for much larger γ01. The linewidth (red lines) be-
haves in opposite to the maximum, which is a reminiscence
of Schawlow-Townes relation [22]. The smallest linewidth of
the sharp peak approaches the collective decay rate Γ10, which
agrees with the results in [9, 10].
We have also computed the total radiation rate Itot and de-
compose it into the contribution from individual atoms Iind
and from the atom-atom correlation Icol . We find that I
changes similarly as the spectrum maximum. Importantly, for
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Figure 5. Steady-state spectra, consisting of a sharp peak and a
broad background [see inset of (a)], for increasing pumping rate γ01
(a,b,c, for fifty atoms) and number of atoms N (d,e,f, for fixed pump-
ing rate γ01 = 20γ10). In (a,d) we show the maximum (blue triangles)
and linewidth (red triangles) of the sharp peak (lower triangles) and
of the background (upper triangles). In (d) the maximum and the
linewidth of the sharp peak (background) are fitted with −188.05+
4.77N (−6.01+0.32N) and 1.0+18.3exp(−5.7×10−2N) [10.1+
230exp
(−4.9×10−2N)]. (b-f) show the angular momentum com-
ponents and their uncertainties: Jx and uncertainty ∆Jx (red upper tri-
angles), Jy and ∆Jy (green lower triangles), Jz and ∆Jz (blue squares).
In (c,f) the upper and lower dashed line indicate the limit of the Dicke
superradiant states and the atomic product states , respectively. Other
parameters are zero. For more details see text.
γ01 < Γ10, Icol is negative and reduces Itot . Thus, we can iden-
tify this regime as subradiance. For γ01 > Γ10, Icol is positive
and dominates over Iind . We can identify this regime as su-
perradiance. For γ01  Γ10, Icol reduces and thus Itot also
reduces. This reduction can be attributed to the reduced cou-
pling for higher populated atoms [23]. We can identify this
regime as the (population) saturation regime (see below).
Fig. 5 (b) shows that the three regimes as identified before
are correlated with Jz (blue lines), which increases from neg-
ative value to positive value (inverted population) and finally
the saturated value, respectively. Fig. 5 (c) shows a much
close correlation between the superradiance and the uncertain-
ties ∆Jx,∆Jy,∆Jz. In particular, the uncertainties are smaller
than the limit
√
N/4 = 3.5 (the uncertainty of uncorrelated
atoms) for γ01 < Γ10, are larger than that value for γ01 > Γ10.
In addition, they approach the limit
√
(N/2)(N/2+1)/3 =
15.3 (the uncertainty of correlated atoms in Dicke superradi-
9ant states 4) for larger γ01. Notice that Jx and Jy are always
zero and thus there is no macroscopic dipole involved.
Fig. 5 (d-f) show the steady-state spectra and the atomic
steady-states for increasing number of atoms N. Fig. 5 (d)
shows that the maximum of the sharp peak and the back-
ground increases quadratically with N for N < 40 but linearly
for N> 40 while the linewidth reduces exponentially for small
N but approaches a constant for large N. Fig. 5 (e) shows that
the change of the peak maximum is correlated with Jz, which
increases initially but saturates for large N. Fig. 5(f) shows
that the maximum is more closely correlated with the uncer-
tainty ∆Jl . Moreover, we find that ∆Jz approaches to the limit√
N/4 while ∆Jx,∆Jy to
√
(N/2)(N/2+1)/3.
In Appendix A 2, we have further studied how the steady-
state spectrum is influenced by the decay rate γ10 and the de-
phasing rate ξ10 of individual atoms. We find that γ10 affects
the spectrum much stronger than ξ10 because γ10 competes di-
rectly with the incoherently pumping γ01. Increasing γ10 just
tens times, we reduce the spectrum maximum and increase the
linewidth by orders of magnitude. In contrast, only by increas-
ing ξ10 by one hundred times, we can only reduce the spec-
trum maximum and linewidth by two or three times. These
results suggest that the steady-state superradiance is robust to
the dephasing of individual atoms but sensitive to the decay of
individual atoms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To sum up, in this article, we presented a collective descrip-
tion of density matrix for identical multi-level atoms. Our de-
scription explores symmetry of density matrix in the basis of
atomic product states without explicitly applying the symme-
try group theory. Since our description removes the redun-
dancy of density matrix elements, it is possible to carry out
exact simulation for systems with hundreds of two-level atoms
and tens of three- or four-level atoms.
As an example, we applied our description to simulate su-
perradiance from hundreds of two-level atoms, which are ei-
ther excited initially or driven coherently or pumped incoher-
ently. With the simulation we identified two kinds of superra-
diance. The first kind does not involve the formation of dipole
and appears for the atoms, which are either fully excited ini-
tially or are pumped incoherently. The second kind does in-
volve the dipole and appears for the atoms, which are initially
in superposition states or driven coherently. In addition, we
found that the superradiance is more closely correlated with
the uncertainties of angular momentum.
4 If the atoms are in Dicke states |J,M〉we have 〈 jx〉=
〈
jy
〉
= 0 and 〈 jz〉=M
as well as
〈
j2
〉
= J (J+1). Thus, we have ∆Jx =
√
〈 j2x 〉, ∆Jy =
√〈
j2y
〉
and ∆Jz =
√〈
j2z
〉−M. If we assume 〈 j2x〉 = 〈 j2y〉 = 〈 j2z 〉 we will have
∆Jx = ∆Jy =
√
J (J+1)/3, and the maximum ∆Jz =
√
J (J+1)/3 (for
M = 0). For the Dicke superradiant states, we have J = N/2 and thus the
limit
√
(N/2)(N/2+1)/3 as discussed in the main text.
In the future, we can apply our description to study super-
radiance from multi-level atoms [24]. In addition, we can also
extend our description in many directions. By extending the
description to atoms of multi-species, we can study the cavity-
mediated interaction between the species and the resulting ef-
fects, such as superradiance beats [25], phase synchroniza-
tion [26, 27]. By including the cavity mode directly rather
than eliminating it, we can also develop a description to study
the effects in the intermediate or good cavity limit, such as
superradiance-to-lasing transition [23, 28, 29]. By including
measurement backactions we can also study the measurement
and control of quantum system [30], e.g. the conditional spin-
squeezing [31].
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Appendix A: Supplemental Results
In the main text, we have presented the main results on the
superradiance from hundreds of two-level atoms, which are
either excited initially or driven coherently or pumped inco-
herently. In this Appendix, we supplement these results by
analyzing the influence of the number of atoms, the decay and
dephasing of individual atoms.
1. Influence on Superradiance from Atom Initially Excited
In the following, we discuss the supplemental results on the
superradiance from the atoms, which are initially excited. Fig.
6 shows how the maximum Imax, center t0 and duration τ of the
superradiant pulses are affected by the number of atoms N (a),
the frequency detuning χ10 =ω1−ω0−ωc (b), the decay rate
γ10 (c) and the dephasing rate ξ10 (d). Fig. 6 (a) shows that that
Imax increases as N2 , while τ and t0 vary according to 1/N and
N lnN, respectively, which agrees with [19] except for small
deviation for small N. We also observe that Jz drops from N/2
to −N/2 with an accelerated speed for large N and the other
components vanish, i.e. Jx = Jy = 0 (not shown). In addition,
∆Jz, ∆Jx, ∆Jy have same structure as the superradiance pulses
and their maximum increase with N (not shown).
To better interpret Fig. 6 (b), we introduce the ra-
tio α = 2χ/Γ010 with the collective decay rate Γ
0
10 in
the resonant case (χ = 0) and express the collective de-
cay Γ10 (α) = Γ010/
(
α2+1
)
and the Lamb shift Ωll′ (α) =
−Γ010
[
α/
(
α2+1
)]
as functions of this ratio. Fig. 6 (b) shows
that Imax reduces with increasing |α| while t0 and τ increases.
The relation of Imax and α can be fitted with a Lorentzian func-
tion, and the relation of t0, τ and α can be well fitted with a
parabolic function. We also find that Jx, Jy vanish and Jz drops
quickly for small |α| but slowly for large |α| (not shown). In
addition, ∆Jz changes similarly as the radiation.
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Figure 6. Maximum Imax (dots, blue curves), center t0 ( trian-
gles, green curves) and duration τ (squares, red curves) of super-
radiance pulses for increasing number of atoms N (a), frequency
detuning χ10 = ω1 −ω0 −ωc (b), decay rate γ10 (c) and dephas-
ing rate ξ10 (d). In (b) Γ010 is the collective decay rate on reso-
nant condition. In (a,c,d) we focus on the resonant case such that
Γ10 = Γ010. In (a) the data are fitted with Imax/Γ10 = 0.54−0.37N+
0.21N2, t0Γ10 = (0.88/N) ln(2.12N), τΓ10 = 1.88/(0.87+N). In
(b) the data are fitted with Imax/Γ010 = 529
[
(α−1.38)2 +1.]−1,
t0Γ010 = 0.03−2.18α+0.04α2, τΓ010 = 0.08−2.18α+0.08α2 with
α = 2χ/Γ010. In (c) the data are fitted with Imax/Γ10 = 33.84+
466.99exp(−0.27β ), t0Γ10 = 0.10×13.892
[
(β +4.89)2 +142
]−1
,
τΓ10 = 0.10 × 15.832
[
(β +0.26)2 +162
]−1
with the ratio β =
γ1−0/γc. In (d) the data are fitted with Imax/Γ10 = 24 +
480.5exp(−0.04δ ), t0Γ10 = 8.9×10−2−2.5×10−4δ , τΓ10 = 3.7×
10−2−3.9×10−4δ with the ratio δ = ξ10/Γ10. Other parameters are
zero. For more details see text.
Fig. 6 (c) shows that Imax reduces exponentially with in-
creasing β ≡ γ10/Γ10, while t0, τ reduce inversely with the
square of β . We also find that Jz follows a S-shape for small β
because of the dominance of γ10, but decays exponentially for
large β due to the dominance of Γ10 (not shown). In addition,
∆Jz follows the change of the superradiance pulses. Fig. 6 (d)
shows that Imax decays exponentially, τ reduces linearly, and
t0 increases with increasing δ = ξ10/Γ10. We also find that Jz
drops quickly and follows a S-shape for small δ . In addition,
∆Jz follows the change of the superradiance pulses. These re-
sults suggest that the decay rate γ10 affects the superradaince
much stronger than the dephasing rate ξ10 because the former
affects directly the population.
2. Influence on Superradiance from Atoms Coherently Driven
In the following, we discuss the supplemental results on
the superradiance from the atoms, which are driven coher-
ently. Fig. 7 (a) shows that the radiation increases and the
number of oscillations reduces when the number of atoms in-
creases to thirty. This is because the time τe of the collec-
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Figure 7. Superradiance for increasing number of atoms N (a), fre-
quency detuning χ10 = ω1−ω0−ωc (b), decay rate γ10 (c) and de-
phasing rate ξ10 (d). We consider N = 20 atoms in (b,c,d). The atom-
external field coupling is v010/(piΓ10) = 2. In (b) Γ
0
10 is the collective
decay rate Γ10 in resonant condition χ = 0. In (a,c,d) we focus on the
resonant condition such that Γ10 = Γ010. Other parameters are zero.
For more details see text.
tive decay reduces gradually and becomes comparable with
the period T = pi/v010 of the Rabi oscillations. The radia-
tion becomes constant and the oscillation disappears when
the number of atoms exceeds thirty because the time τe is
smaller than the period T . Fig. 7 (b) shows that the maxi-
mum and the steady-state value of the radiation I/Γ10 reduce
by fifty percents when the frequency ωd of the external field is
detuned from the atomic transition frequency ω1−ω0 about
sixty times (δ = 60) of the collective decay rate.
Fig. 7 (c) shows that the maximum of radiation reduces
only a little but the number of oscillations reduces a lot when
the individual decay rate increases to ten times (β = 10) of
the collective decay rate. The steady-state radiation arrives
at the minimum when the two rates are comparable (β = 1)
but actually increases a little for large individual decay rate
(β > 1). Fig. 7 (d) shows that the individual dephasing rate
affects the radiation in a similar way as the individual decay
rate. However, the similar effect is achieved when the former
rate is about two times of the latter rate, i.e. χ ≈ 2β .
3. Influence on Superradiance from Atoms Incoherently
Pumped
Fig. 8 (a,b,c) show the influence of the individual decay
rate γ10 on systems with fifty atoms. Fig. 8 (a) shows that the
maximum of the peak and background reduces with increas-
ing γ10, while their linewidth behaves oppositely. Fig. 8 (b,c)
show that the reduced and broadening spectra are correlated
with the reduced Jz and uncertainty ∆Jl , respectively. Notice
that ∆Jx and ∆Jy are initially larger than ∆Jz but approaches it
for large γ10.
Fig. 8 (d,e,f) show the influence of the individual dephas-
ing rate ξ10. Fig. 8(d) shows that the steady-state spectrum
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Figure 8. Influence of decay rate γ10 (a-c) and dephasing
rate ξ10 (d-f) on the systems with fifty atoms. Shown properties
are same as in Fig. 5. In (a) the blue upper and lower trian-
gles are fitted with 0.41+ 57.82exp(−0.47α), 58.19exp(−0.43α)
with the ratio α = γ10/Γ10, respectively, and the red upper and
lower triangles are fitted with −38.73+ 40.57exp(3.07×10−2α),
and −786.49 + 788.34exp(1.96×10−2α), respectively. In (d)
the blue upper and lower triangles are fitted with 21.923 +
36.3exp
(−3.53×10−2β), 1.85 + 3.51exp(−7.52×10−3β) with
the ratio β = ξ10/Γ10, respectively, and the red upper and lower
triangles are fitted with 1.62+ 0.23exp
(−4.49×10−2β), 15.81+
13.69exp
(
6.01×10−2β), respectively. γ01 = 20Γ10 and other pa-
rameters are zero. For more details see text.
behaves differently compared to Fig. 8 (a) for γ10. In this
case, the peak linewidth reduces with increasing ξ10 while the
background linewidth does not change. In addition, the max-
imum of peak and background do not reduce so strong as the
case for γ10. Fig. 8(e) shows that Jz increases first and then
saturates with increasing ξ10 in contrast to Fig. 8(b) for γ10.
Fig. 8(f) shows that ∆Jl reduce with increasing ξ10 in a similar
way as Fig. 8 (c) for γ10 except that ∆Jx and ∆Jy are always
larger than ∆Jz. However, we should notice that ξ10 is in the
range [0,100Γ10] while γ10 is in [0,20Γ10]. Thus, γ10 affects
the steady-state superradiance much stronger than ξ10. No-
tice γ10 contributes not only to dephasing but also affects the
population directly.
Appendix B: Angular Moment and Uncertainty
In this appendix, we present the formula to com-
pute the angular moment J = ∑i=x,y,z Jiei and its un-
certainty ∆J = ∑i=x,y,z∆Jiei. The components Jx and
Jy are expectation value of the angular momentum op-
erators σx = (1/2)(σ++σ−), σy = −(i/2)(σ+−σ−).
Thus, they can be calculated as Jx = (1/2)(C10+C01)
and Jy = −(i/2)(C10−C01) with the expectation value
of the collective creation σ+ and annihilation operator
σ−: C10 ≡ 〈σ+〉 = ∑Nl=0ClN (N− l)〈l,1,0,N− l−1〉 ,C01 ≡
〈σ−〉 = ∑Nl=0ClN l 〈l−1,0,1,N− l〉. On the right side,
the numbers from the left to right are n11,n10,n01,n00.
The component Jz ≡ (1/2)〈σz〉 can be calculated with
the expectation value 〈σz〉 of the collective Pauli op-
erator σz = σ11 − σ00. Further more, this expectation
value 〈σz〉 = P1 − P0 can be computed with the pop-
ulation of the upper level P1 ≡ 〈σ11〉 and lower level
P0 ≡ 〈σ00〉, respectively: P1 = ∑Nl=0ClN l 〈l,0,0,N− l〉 ,P0 =
∑Nl=0C
l
N (N− l)〈l,0,0,N− l〉 . The components ∆Ji of the un-
certainty vector ∆J can be calculated with ∆Ji =
√〈
j2i
〉− J2i .
Here, we can evaluate the expectation value of the square of
the angular momentum operators:
〈
j2x
〉
= (1/4)
N
∑
l=0
ClN [l (l−1)〈l−2,0,2,N−1〉
+N 〈l,0,0,N− l〉+2l (N− l)〈l−1,1,1,N− l−1〉
+(N− l)(N− l−1)〈l,2,0,N− l−2〉], (B1)〈
j2y
〉
= (−1/4)
N
∑
l=0
ClN [l (l−1)〈l−2,0,2,N− l〉
−N 〈l,0,0,N− l〉−2l (N− l)〈l−1,1,1,N− l−1〉
+(N− l)(N− l−1)〈l,2,0,N− l−2〉], (B2)〈
j2z
〉
= (1/4)
N
∑
l=0
ClN (2l−N)2 〈l,0,0,N− l〉 . (B3)
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